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Limited Edition 
We now offer a version of the M1 that is called the Limited Edition in a real gold finish, there are only a 
few of them made for customers on special order, with all new packaging and serial #, truly limited and 
unique.  We demoed the Limited Gold M1 with great acclaim in 2015 at the RMAF, CAF,CAS and Asian 
shows.  In addition to the standard features of the current production M1, this M1 has a unique sound 
due in part to the amount of gold that is plated on the chassis parts and feet,   for further enhancement 
we added Stillpoints built in to the feet to cosmetically blend with the design, and some modifications to 
the power supply and internal wiring that also improve sonic performance.  This Limited Edition M1 has 
a list price of $15000 (depending in the price of gold) and built to order.  There is no upgrade to this 
version. 
 
Special 
What is being talked about in the market is not a Limited Edition upgrade but and upgrade to a current 
M1 by adding some of the improvements in the Limited to a standard or Classic M1, by the addition of 
the Stillpoints feet and the wire and power mods but in normal anodized finish.   To be clearer about this 
to the market we just launching now a product version called the M1 Special. this product has a list price 
of $10,000 and depending on the serial # of a customer’s M1 and what other work might needed to be 
done, an upgrade cost starting at $1000.   The unit has to be returned to the factory for rework for this 
upgrade to fit the new feet and internal rework, this is a factory upgrade only. 
 
Classic M1 
This is the standard version of the M1 at current specs, DSD 128 and 384k PCM and current hardware 
specs less the enhancements of the Special or Limited.  List price of the Classic version remains at $8995 
with remote. 
 
Considering the variation in customer’s products all upgrades need to be quoted by us and serial # 
provided to determine what else might be needed or desired to bring the M1 up to spec.  The above 
versions only outline the differences from the current production Classic M1 to Special or Limited. 
 
One should note though that the real Limited Edition is a different sounding unit than a Special, they are 
not the same, but you get part of the performance from the upgrade to the Special which is notable and 
we have done a few upgrades to this version as people asked if they can have the same as the limited 
but without the gold finish. 
 
How does it sound?  As mentioned, the gold is very special and has a deeper smoother even more 
analog quality to it, there seems to no trace of any noise at all, as mentioned it is different than anything 
else and unique .  The Special is similar to a normal M1, but quieter, deeper black backgrounds, more 
relaxed dynamics with clarity and no loss of detail, just takes it up a notch.  
 

 


